UNI Smart

Your small spaces
become great

UNI Smart Line
The UniSmart line has been studied to give an excellent product, built-in
and not, in the most unfavorable situations.
UniSmart is a line of compact refrigerators pleasant and very powerful that
you can place in any public place, in small rooms, in pool bar, on ships,
submarines, trucks traveling and many other uses.

MODEL ONE DOOR
Available in positive and negative version, both with an internal circulation system to maintain
the temperature uniform.
Possibility to built thanks to the front air intakes.
Model with solid door is already guaranteed for tropicalized
temperatures of 40 degrees and humidity 65% and on
request you can have the tropicalised version for models
with glass door that will contain a glass heated to prevent
condensation on glass itself.
It is available on request the version at -2 ° for cooling of
glasses and alcohol also equipped with heated glass.
Version for shipbuilding to 115 V / 60 Hz or for countries
outside the EU to 220 V / 60 Hz available on request.

UNI Smart

In this model it is possible as an
option, to buy the kit of overlap
which allows the superimposition
of two refrigerators which can also
have two different temperatures
(side photo).

It ‘s also available the refrigerator without group for a remote connection with
thermostatic valve for gas r134a or r404a.
Upon request you can, where possible, drill the top to mount a tapping column.
The same fridge can hold inside No 2 kegs of 20 liters each.
The grids have internal dimensions GN 1/1.

MODEL TWO DOORS
Made in solid or glass doors, has been designed for those who need a greater
capacity but want a linear aesthetic and a quality product.

Model with solid door is already guaranteed for tropicalized temperatures of 40
degrees and humidity 65% and on request you can have the tropicalised version
for models with glass door that will contain a glass heated to prevent condensation
on glass itself.

UNI Smart
Fully designed and manufactured in Italy

Your small spaces
become great

STRUCTURAL FEATURES
LED light series with possibility of colored lights or rainbow rgb movement.
Automatic closing with stop at 90 ° as standard.
For positive models defrosting is automatic
On request it is possible to obtain the finish in black colour for door handles
and profiles.
Possible electronic lock on request.
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